
VitalLaw™ for  
Corporate Counsel

97%
of respondents said 
the role of corporate 
counsel has changed 
to that of business 
strategist (Source:  
FTI Consulting, Inc. 
and Relativity 2020 
Survey)

Not only is the regulatory landscape rapidly evolving, the role of Corporate Counsel  
is too. You’re being asked to take on more than ever before and partner across  
business units to provide practical guidance, ensure compliance, and mitigate risk.

VitalLaw™ for Corporate Counsel is a powerful combination of in-depth expertise 
and practical resources to ensure you have exactly what you need to proceed 
with confidence.

• Reduce response times and avoid being a bottleneck

• Proactively mitigate risk

• Reduce outside counsel fees

• Educate and collaborate across the organization with unlimited users

• Respond to a C-Suite or Business Unit query with actionable insights

• Address an unfamiliar issue with step-by-step checklists

• Compare legal issues across states and easily share those findings

• Find a roadmap and samples to create a new policy or program

• Review summary information before engaging outside counsel

• Draft contracts in minutes, and change clause language in seconds

Expand the bandwidth of your legal department with one affordable  
resource built for CLDs
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To learn more, or request a demo, call 1-800-955-5217  
or visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/CorporateCounsel.

Companies look to the CLD to ensure compliance beyond contracts and proactively  
guide the company on complex matters like risk management, data privacy, sexual  
harassment, board diversity, emergency regulations, and more.

VitalLaw™ for Corporate Counsel is a single trusted resource that provides access to Wolters Kluwer’s in-depth expertise and 
practical guidance covering:

• Contracts & Forms

• Corporate Governance

• Corporate Law

• COVID-19

• Privacy & Cybersecurity

• Employee Benefits

• HR, Labor & Employment
• Intellectual Property
• Payroll
• Real Estate & Construction
• Securities (Federal)
•  Sexual Harassment & Workplace 

Compliance

• Trade & Advertising

*  Additional topic areas available  
as add-ons: Antitrust, Banking and 
Consumer Finance, Bankruptcy,  
Government Contracts, Health,  
Pensions, Products Liability  
and more.

Draft high quality contracts in minutes, without wasting 
time looking for precedents or standard forms.

Use primary law to find 
a case and set alerts

SmartTasks provide detailed step-by-
step guidance from industry experts

Topics and content hierarchy created 
according to corporate counsel needs 
and fully customizable

Intuitive State and Federal comparison
charts with results in two clicks! Plus, 
checklists to help guide you.

Corporate Counsel Daily news covering 
more than 70 topics

View and search practical content by type

http://WoltersKluwerLR.com/CorporateCounsel

